
Goals for the next 6 months

Annotation Phylogenetic Ontology
F-P links broad coverage CheBI/GOChe
update docs branding Signaling
QC checks WNT transcription

Chain of evidence (next granting cycle, 
requires some proof of concept) cross products

Supporting external annotations virus
kidney

Need a Annotation paradigm working group
metabolism- link up 
with Annotation

Rama et al along with some software group, 
Paul, Alex, Suzi

* transcription- Karen 
knew mechanism and 
represented it in the 
ontology. Write a 
paper?

* GO has to go from describing experiments 
to describing processes/stories. Transcription 
should be a good example for this chain of 
evidence concept.

*signaling should 
follow transcription 
example and 
represent biology in a 
similar fashion

* need tools to enable story telling
* e.g. one line of evidence is DNA binding, 
another to a process and so on. Be able to 
combine these experiments, synthesize into 
one annotation



Alex: assign an ID to each annotation and 
have some mechanism to refer to that ID 
perhaps?
in some cases, we can use the existing 
annotations and infer what the story should 
be and not have to read the papers again. 
Ref.genome curation shd be a good time to 
annotate to stories
Story telling- pay attention to depth 
(granularity)
We already have lists of co-annotated terms. 
We can use that to see where combinatorial 
terms are possible. TermGenie will be useful 
for this.



software User Support
chain of evidence Output
term genie Files: obo, GAF
obo/OWL DB/Web- AmiGO
proof of principle - 
interact with other 
communities 
(KEGG) and 
integrate data Galaxy

GO term finder - used 
a lot (from go-help)

use case for various 
applications; ID 
mapping
annotations for genes 
mentioned in GWAS 
study and their 
orthologs-- probably 
will use these genes 
in GTF. So support 
GTF..

Anti-slims

Exp users; Comp 
biologists/systems 
biologists (ENCODE); 
ontology (NLP); new 
genomes/HTP 
sequencing/nextGen 
sequencing; 
prediction community

Take a dataset from 5 
years back, reanalyze 
and say how better 
the results are.




